Assessing habitat connectivity for ground-dwelling animals in an urban environment
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Abstract. To ensure viable species populations in fragmented landscapes, individuals must be able to move between suitable habitat patches. Despite the increased interest in biodiversity assessment in urban environments, the ecological relevance of habitat connectivity in highly fragmented landscapes remains largely unknown. The first step to understanding the role of habitat connectivity in urban ecology is the challenging task of assessing connectivity in the complex patchwork of contrasting habitats that is found in cities.

We developed a data-based framework, minimizing the use of subjective assumptions, to assess habitat connectivity that consists of the following sequential steps: (1) identification of habitat preference based on empirical habitat-use data; (2) derivation of habitat resistance surfaces evaluating various transformation functions; (3) modeling of different connectivity maps with electrical circuit theory (Circuitscape), a method considering all possible pathways across the landscape simultaneously; and (4) identification of the best connectivity map with information-theoretic model selection. We applied this analytical framework to assess habitat connectivity for the European hedgehog Erinaceus europaeus, a model species for ground-dwelling animals, in the city of Zurich, Switzerland, using GPS track points from 40 individuals.

The best model revealed spatially explicit connectivity “pinch points,” as well as multiple habitat connections. Cross-validation indicated the general validity of the selected connectivity model. The results show that both habitat connectivity and habitat quality affect the movement of urban hedgehogs (relative importance of the two variables was 19.2% and 80.8%, respectively), and are thus both relevant for predicting urban animal movements.

Our study demonstrates that even in the complex habitat patchwork of cities, habitat connectivity plays a major role for ground-dwelling animal movement. Data-based habitat connectivity maps can thus serve as an important tool for city planners to identify habitat corridors and plan appropriate management and conservation measures for urban animals. The analytical framework we describe to model such connectivity maps is generally applicable to different types of habitat-use data and can be adapted to the movement scale of the focal species. It also allows evaluation of the impact of future landscape changes or management scenarios on habitat connectivity in urban landscapes.
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INTRODUCTION

Population persistence is facilitated by the degree to which organisms can move between resource patches (Taylor et al. 1993). Habitat connectivity, defined as the connectedness of habitat patches for a given species (Fischer and Lindenmayer 2007), assures access to food, refuge from predators, successful reproduction, and in the longer term, dispersal and the maintenance of genetic diversity (Taylor et al. 2006). To apply efficient conservation measures for species populations in fragmented landscapes it is thus essential to identify important habitat connectivity pathways and barriers.

A critical step in every habitat connectivity analysis is the appropriate parameterization of the model, which means the building of the resistance surface. Resistance surfaces are most often parameterized based on expert opinion or literature review, but this approach has been criticized for its subjectivity (Spear et al. 2010, Sawyer et al. 2011). Attempts to avoid such subjective parameterization include basing movement resistance values on...
occurrence data, movement paths, or experimental movement behavior data (Beier et al. 2008, Spear et al. 2010). The direction and functional form (e.g., positive, negative, linear, and logarithmic) of the relationship between resistance to movement and habitat quality is also not clear. To handle this uncertainty, a careful optimization approach can be used to select the most suitable resistance set from several alternatives (Spear et al. 2010, Trainor et al. 2013). In landscapes with a high variety of different habitats, and therefore resistance values, the outcome of the connectivity analysis might change drastically depending on the correlation function (Beier et al. 2008).

Frequently used connectivity metrics based on spatial patterns, such as the number of suitable patches within a radius, patch area, or distance to its nearest suitable neighbor (for overviews see Calabrese and Fagan 2004, Saura and Pascual-Hortal 2007), all assume a binary classification of the habitat into suitable and hostile parts. As an alternative, least cost path (LC) methods model only a single best connection between a usually small number of suitable patches (e.g., Urban and Keitt 2001, Adriaensen et al. 2003). Neither assumption is likely to apply in a strongly fragmented area with many different land cover types. However, a new method based on electrical circuit theory (Circuitscape; McRae et al. 2008) is well adapted to assess connectivity for complex habitat patchworks. As in LC models, in Circuitscape, connectivity is also calculated based on a resistance surface in which contrasting resistance values reflect the level of suitability for an individual animal to move through a certain habitat (Sawyer et al. 2011). In contrast with LC, however, Circuitscape considers all possible pathways simultaneously to describe connectivity and permeability of the entire landscape. To minimize the subjective assumptions taken to make habitat connectivity analysis, we proposed a unique combination of four sequential steps in a data-based framework: (1) identification of habitat preference based on empirical habitat-use data, (2) derivation of habitat resistance surfaces evaluating various transformation functions, (3) modeling of different connectivity maps with electrical circuit theory (Circuitscape), and (4) identification of the best connectivity map with information-theoretic model selection (Fig. 1).

Habitat fragmentation is particularly pronounced in urban areas, where the landscape is generally characterized by ongoing disturbances and constant habitat transformations (Grimm et al. 2008). With the predicted rise of global human population from over 50% today to 69% in 2050 (United Nations 2012), it is likely that urban sprawl and also fragmentation increase accordingly. Despite the extreme conditions in urban landscapes, the wide variety of habitat types in cities often support a considerable number of animal and plant species (Sattler et al. 2010, Ramalho and Hobbs 2011). To maintain and actively promote biodiversity and to mitigate the fragmentation effects of increasing urbanization, it is essential to identify important connectivity pathways that can be integrated in urban planning and management strategies.

In this study, we developed a general, data-based analysis framework to assess habitat connectivity and apply this framework to an urban landscape using an extensive set of high-precision GPS tracking data on the European hedgehog *Erinaceus europaeus* (Linnaeus 1758) in the city of Zurich, Switzerland.

**Materials and Methods**

**Model species and study area**

European hedgehogs are nocturnal, solitary insectivores and have non-territorial, overlapping home ranges of 10 to 40 ha (Bontadina et al. 1994, Morris and Reeve 2008). Home ranges of males are usually larger, and, especially in the breeding season, females are more...
stationary, however sexes do not differ in their general pattern of habitat use (Rondonini and Doncaster 2002, Riber 2006). The individual home range can shift over several months and years, but hedgehogs do not show a clear dispersal phase in their life history (Reeve 1994, Doncaster et al. 2001). Hedgehogs are opportunistic, feeding mainly on a wide range of invertebrates, and spend most of their nightly activity foraging (60–80%), nevertheless covering large distances (1000–1500 m; Zingg 1994, Riber 2006). During the day, they use various structures such as heaps of leaves or wood, places below buildings, hedges, and forested areas with dense understorey as resting sites, which they often change daily. In urban settlements, hedgehog densities tend to be higher than in rural areas, which has been related to agricultural intensification and reduced predation by badgers in urban areas (Bontadina et al. 1994, Young et al. 2006).

We conducted the study in Zurich (47°22'0" N, 8°33'0" E), the largest city of Switzerland, located next to a lake on the Swiss central plateau. The greater Zurich urban area is 91.9 km² and has more than one million inhabitants. It contains densely built-up residential and industrial areas, but also a large proportion of green spaces (37.5%), ranging from forests to parks, gardens, and agricultural land (Hennig and Ghazoul 2011).

Habitat map

A detailed GIS habitat map of Zurich with a spatial precision of <10 m (Biotopypenkartierung der Stadt Zurich 2010) was combined with exact GIS layers of buildings and streets from the Swiss Federal Office of Topography (Vector25; Swisstopo 2011). The resulting nonoverlapping 197 land cover classes were merged into 20 habitat classes relevant for hedgehogs (see Appendix A: Table A1). The original vector map was transformed into a raster map with a cell size of 2×2 m. All analyses involving GIS layers were performed in ArcMap 9.3.1 (ESRI 2009). For calculations and statistical analyses, R version 2.13.0 (R Development Core Team 2011) was used, unless otherwise stated.

GPS tracking of hedgehogs

Twelve locations across the city were chosen as starting points to search for hedgehogs. Two times six locations were chosen at random in areas of high and low hedgehog density, respectively (Bontadina et al. 1994). The study focused on male hedgehogs because they have more extensive home ranges and are thus more suitable for investigating the effects of landscape connectivity. Between May and September 2009, hedgehogs were captured and fitted with a custom-built GPS transmitter fixed with epoxy resins onto the shortened spines of the lower back of the hedgehog. After the tracking period of several nights, the transmitter was removed. The GPS transmitter consisted of a GPS logger (ML-7 unit; SANAV San Jose Technology, Taiwan), a conventional VHF radio transmitter (Titley Electronics, Australia, or Wagener Telemetrieanlagen, Germany), and an extended LiPo battery. The total mass of the transmitter was 24–34 g, which amounted to 1.9–4.9% of the mass of the hedgehogs (recommended limit is 5%; White and Garrott 1990). The GPS loggers were programmed to store the recorded positions of hedgehogs every 10 s. An extensive field test revealed location errors (circular error probability, N = 6480) of 50% of locations <5.4 m, and 90% <10.0 m in open space (park) and 50% of locations <15.3 m, and 90% <25.0 m in a covered place (backyard). Precision of recorded position is expected to be higher for moving animals due to a movement optimizing algorithm integrated in the logger by the manufacturer. We relocated animals through the radio signals to retrieve GPS data by exchanging the data logger on a nightly basis. For the analyses, we used only the locations recorded between sundown and daybreak (nocturnal activity) and removed imprecise GPS locations by deleting all locations implying an unrealistic speed higher than 1 m/s (Bontadina 1991) and those recorded erroneously in an inaccessible habitat such as buildings.

Habitat selection analysis

Because hedgehogs spend most of the night foraging while constantly moving, the habitat used for moving is likely to be similar to the habitat used for foraging. To identify preferences for defined habitat classes, we used the eigenanalysis of selection ratios (ESR), a multivariate analysis based on the ratio of used-to-available habitats (R package ‘adehabitat’; Calenge 2006, Calenge and Dufour 2006). In contrast to the more common compositional analysis (Aebischer et al. 1993), ESR weights individuals by the number of recorded GPS locations. With the ESR method, a ranking as well as a quantitative measure of relative habitat selection can be derived. Because we were interested in hedgehogs’ fine-scale movement, we defined for each individual hedgehog the “available” habitat as the minimum convex polygon (MCP) around all its GPS locations, with a 25-m buffer (according to design III of Manly et al. 2002, Beyer et al. 2010). The size of the buffer was conservatively chosen according to the estimated 90% circular error probability in covered places, which was 25 m. Six habitat classes (highway, forest, marsh, small water, large water, and building) were excluded from the ESR because they were either not used by hedgehogs or not present in MCPs. An average habitat selection axis was derived from the sum of vectors of individuals on the first two selection axes. The relative position of the habitats projected on the average habitat selection axis gives a quantitative measure of habitat selection (for details, see Fig. 2 and Appendix B).

Habitat connectivity analysis

Circuitscape couples graph theory with electrical circuit theory and measures habitat connectivity by
calculating the cumulative current that flows through each cell of a resistance map between a given set of nodes, which are set pairwise as sources of current and ground (McRae 2006, McRae et al. 2008). In the analyzed landscape, current flow is calculated between every possible pair of nodes (all other nodes are meanwhile set to minimal resistance value one), and the resulting current maps are added up to a single cumulative current map. Measures of electrical circuits (current, voltage, resistance) have been shown to have a precise relationship with random walk theory, which facilitates their ecological interpretation (McRae et al. 2008). In ecological terms, nodes are suitable core habitats and the resistance value of a cell represents the likelihood of a random walker to choose to move through this cell (McRae et al. 2008). Current flowing through a resistance cell can be interpreted as the expected net movement probability for a random walker to move through this cell and is determined by the configuration and resistor values of the resistance surface in the circuit. The more alternative pathways that exist to move between core habitats, the broader is the random walker distribution, and therefore, the lower the current flowing along any single path. The fewer alternative pathways exist, the higher the current flowing through the existing paths. High current areas thus highlight connectivity pinch points in the landscape. Because Circuitscape is based on electrical circuit theory, it has the advantage that both minimum movement cost and alternative pathways are taken into account to predict movements (McRae et al. 2008).

For our analysis, we defined contiguous cells of a hedgehog’s most selected habitat as core habitat patches. Based on a translocation experiment and field
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observations that demonstrated significant faster movement of hedgehogs in unfavorable habitat than in favorable habitat (Bontadina 1991, Doncaster et al. 2001), we expected habitat resistance to be inversely, but not necessarily linearly, correlated to habitat selection (Beier et al. 2008, Spear et al. 2010). Higher resistance thus signifies a higher reluctance of an individual to choose to move through and spend time in a habitat type and consequently a lower selection of this habitat. Reasons could be elevated disturbance level or high mortality risk. This higher reluctance of an individual is not the consequence of a higher physical difficulty to move, which would result in slower movement, more time spent in the area, and greater habitat selection. To corroborate our assumption of an inverse selection–resistance relationship, we first built two resistance sets “r-lin” (r, resistance; lin, linear) with values based on the linear inverse of habitat selection values, and “r-pos” derived from linear positive habitat selection values (r, resistance; pos, positive relationship; Fig. 2). We then compared the Circuitscape current maps “c-lin” and “c-pos” (c, current), which were calculated based on these two resistance sets. For the main analyses, we focused on an inverse relationship and derived three additional resistance sets with values between 1 and 100 based on correlation functions representative of the possible functions linking habitat selection and habitat resistance (Fig. 3). Additionally, we built one neutral set where habitat type was assumed to have no effect. The final five resistance sets used for modeling were: (1) “r-lin,” linear resistance described above; (2) “r-log,” r-lin transformed with the natural logarithm; (3) “r-exp,” r-lin raised to the power of five; (4) “r-reclass,” the reclassification of r-lin in three classes; and (5) “r-one,” the control set with all habitats set to resistance one. We hypothesized that habitats excluded from the habitat selection analysis (highway, forest, marsh, small water) represent areas that are difficult, but not impossible, for urban hedgehogs to cross, and thus, these habitats were set to the maximum resistance value 100 (except in r-one and r-pos).

FIG. 3. Habitat resistance values assigned to habitats in six alternative resistance sets, rescaled from 1 to 100. Different symbols represent values of alternative resistance sets. Symbols are only joined by lines for clarity. Resistance values are deduced from habitat selection analysis (see Fig. 2). Abbreviation of resistance sets are: r-lin, linear inverse of the rescaled habitat selection values; r-log, natural logarithm of r-lin; r-exp is r-lin raised to the power of five; r-reclass, reclassification of r-lin in three classes; r-one, all habitats set to resistance 1; and r-pos, rescaled habitat selection values (positive relationship with habitat selection). The habitats excluded from habitat selection analysis (highway, forest, marsh, small water) were set to the maximum resistance value 100 (except in r-one and r-pos).
analyses. The same number of locations as GPS locations in each habitat plus habitat quality models. We randomly selected connectivity model as explanatory variables (connectivity variable and five explanatory variable (habitat quality model) and five regression model with habitat selection as the single explanatory variable and current values of the different connectivity models as single explanatory variables (connectivity models). We assumed a model to be valid when the ESR habitat selection is a measure of animal movement between core habitat patches. Assuming that ESR habitat selection is a measure of core habitat patches. Assuming that ESR habitat selection is a measure of habitat quality for the hedgehog, we built one logistic regression model generally a better predictor of independent data (Xu and Liang 2001). High rho values indicate an increasing number of hedgehog GPS points assigned to upper bins (bins with higher current values). Additionally, we compared the proportions of overlap of high current areas (current ≥ model mean + one standard deviation) in the 14 squares for all model pairs.

RESULTS

Hedgehog tracking and habitat selection analysis
Forty male hedgehogs were tracked with GPS loggers between one and six nights for a total of 727 hours of activity (Appendix C: Table C1). After removing erroneous locations from the GPS tracks, between 307 and 44 881 locations per animal and a total of 499 641 locations were available for the analyses (Appendix C: Table C1). The average nightly activity range, calculated as the mean area of individual MCPs, was 17.32 ha (SE = 3.04), covering a total urban area of 517 ha. The composition of the available habitat areas (buffered MCPs of all individuals) revealed that we tracked extend generalized linear models by including an additional variance component for correlation structure within data clusters. GEEs are highly recommended if the focus is on a population’s averaged response (Fieberg et al. 2009, Koper and Manseau 2009). We designated individual animals as clusters and assumed the correlation structure to be independent (Craiu et al. 2008, Fieberg et al. 2010). The quasi-likelihood under the independence model information criterion (QIC; Pan 2001), a generalization of the Akaike information criterion (AIC), is suitable for model selection of GEEs (Hardin and Hilbe 2003). As for AIC, all models are compared to the model with the lowest QIC score to compute delta QIC. Models with delta QIC values larger than 10 have essentially no support (Burnham and Anderson 2002). Due to computational limitations, we could use only every second recorded GPS point for the calculations of GEEs.

Model validation
To verify that the best connectivity and connectivity plus habitat quality models were not only the best models of some poor candidate models (Spear et al. 2010), but were also efficient in predicting connectivity and animal movement of urban hedgehogs, we applied a Monte Carlo cross-validation (Xu and Liang 2001). Given the long computation time (four minutes per model), we repeated Monte Carlo cross-validation and the subsequent ranking test only 100 times. We randomly split the individuals into two sets (training and validation set), using half of the data as the training set. This reduces the chance of overfitting and makes the model generally a better predictor of independent data (Xu and Liang 2001). Spearman’s rank correlation with algorithm AS 98 approximation (R package “pspearman”; Savicky 2009) was performed on adjusted frequencies across 10 equal-area bins (similar to Boyce et al. 2002). High rho values indicate an increasing number of hedgehog GPS points assigned to upper bins (bins with higher current values). Additionally, we compared the proportions of overlap of high current areas (current ≥ model mean + one standard deviation) in the 14 squares for all model pairs.

Best model selection
We formulated competing models for predicting hedgehog movement points based on connectivity (current flow), habitat quality (habitat selection), and connectivity plus habitat quality. Because a random walker is more likely to move through high current cells (McRae et al. 2008), we hypothesized the hedgehogs’ GPS track locations also more likely to be located in high current cells than in randomly selected locations. Based on this assumption, we formulated logistic regression models (Manly et al. 2002) with GPS track locations and random locations as binary response variable and current values of the different connectivity models as single explanatory variables (connectivity models). We assumed a model to be valid when the coefficient has a positive sign. We were also interested in knowing whether both habitat connectivity and habitat quality improved the performance of the model to assess animal movement between core habitat patches. Assuming that ESR habitat selection is a measure of habitat quality for the hedgehog, we built one logistic regression model with habitat selection as the single explanatory variable (habitat quality model) and five models with habitat selection and current values of each connectivity model as explanatory variables (connectivity plus habitat quality models). We randomly selected the same number of locations as GPS locations in each MCP (Hawth’s tool for ArcGIS; available online).7 Current values and habitat selection values were assigned to all GPS and random locations, but we excluded those on core habitat patches (likely to be the habitat most intensively used for foraging) because our main focus was on inter-patch connectivity. All values were z-normalized to facilitate a comparison of regression coefficients.

To account for the inherent autocorrelation between GPS locations, we used generalized estimating equations (GEEs; R packages “yags” and “geepack”; Liang and Zeger 1986, Carey 2004, Halekoh et al. 2006). These

7 http://www.spatai ecology.com/htools
hedgehogs in an urbanization gradient ranging from 10% to 72% of built-up and impervious area.

The first habitat selection axis of the ESR analysis explains 25.6% of the total variation in habitat selection, and the second 18.7% (Fig. 2a). Average habitat selection ranged from most avoided habitat “large streets” (−150) to most selected habitat “garden with structures” (+710) (Fig. 2b). The latter was defined as the core habitat for the subsequent Circuitscape analyses. Resistance surfaces of one positive and five inverse resistance sets were obtained by transforming and rescaling the average habitat selection values (Figs. 3 and 4a).

Habitat connectivity and animal movement models

The coefficient of the connectivity model c-lin was positive (0.08), while the model c-pos revealed a strong negative coefficient (−0.17), corroborating the assumption of an inverse relationship between habitat selection and resistance. Therefore, we focused on the five models based on resistance sets with an inverse relationship. Pairwise comparison of the high current areas in the five alternative connectivity maps (contrasting examples are shown in Fig. 4b–d) revealed relatively low proportional overlap of 0.11 to 0.78 (Appendix D: Table D1). This signifies that different resistance sets lead to different connectivity maps. Comparison between the competing
connectivity, habitat quality, and connectivity plus habitat quality models demonstrated that connectivity was best modeled with the exponential connectivity model (c-exp, delta QIC of second best model = 93; Table 1a), which showed only 45% overlap of high current areas with the second best model c-reclass. The habitat of the hedgehog was best modeled with the connectivity plus habitat quality model “exponential current” and “linear habitat selection” (c-exp + s-lin, delta QIC of second best model = 21; Table 1b, Fig. 5). A comparison of the standardized coefficients of the model c-exp + s-lin revealed that the relative importance of habitat connectivity in predicting animal movement was 19.2%, compared to 80.8% contributed by habitat quality.

The evaluation of model performance by cross-validation and subsequent Spearman’s rank test showed a significant positive correlation coefficient rho for the connectivity model c-exp (rho = 0.75, SD = 0.2, P ≤ 0.05), as well as for the connectivity plus habitat quality model c-exp + s-lin (rho = 0.64, SD = 0.18, P ≤ 0.05).

DISCUSSION

Our multistep framework is among the first to successfully identify spatially explicit connectivity pathways for animals in highly fragmented and heterogeneous environments. The modeled connectivity maps demonstrate that in cities, both connectivity and habitat quality play a substantial role in influencing the movements of ground-dwelling animals. Our results provide a new view of animal movements in complex habitat matrices, and the importance of connectivity in urban habitats indicates its relevance for ecological landscape planning.

Challenges and opportunities to assess urban habitat connectivity

The importance of habitat connectivity for animal movements in fragmented and heterogeneous landscapes such as urban areas has been little studied until now. In cities, land cover types are extremely diverse and independent patches are very small (usually a few square meters), what bears simultaneous opportunities and methodological challenges to study habitat connectivity. Diverse landscapes provide an opportunity to study the whole range of land cover types ranging from low to high movement resistance. But at the same time, the strong heterogeneity requires a high temporal and spatial resolution of movement data, and it necessitates analysis methods that consider the complex landscape configuration. Our innovative approach deals with these challenges by combining GPS tracking, which makes it possible to collect frequent location records with high spatial resolution, with precise land cover maps, advanced modeling techniques and topical statistical tools.

Circuitscape relies on resistance surfaces and considers multiple paths simultaneously, which makes it well adapted to modeling connectivity in a complex urban environment. Although Circuitscape has become popular, to date, only few other studies have used GPS technology to parameterize resistance input maps for Circuitscape (Poor et al. 2012, Shafer et al. 2012), but never in an urban environment. Our evaluation suggests that different translations of habitat selection into

| Table 1. Description of 11 fitted generalized estimating equations (GEEs). |
|-----------------|--------|--------|---------|--------|--------|
| **GEE model**   | **QIC**| **Delta QIC**| **Variable** | **β**  | **SE** |
| c-lin          | 175655 | 340    | c-lin    | 0.08   | 0.03   |
| c-log          | 175725 | 409    | c-log    | 0.06   | 0.03   |
| **c-exp**       | 175315 | 0      | c-exp    | 0.13   | 0.03   |
| c-reclass       | 175408 | 93     | c-reclass| 0.12   | 0.03   |
| c-one          | 175841 | 525    | c-one    | -0.01  | 0.03   |
| s-lin          | 174188 | 21     | s-lin    | 0.23   | 0.04   |
| c-lin + s-lin  | 174220 | 53     | c-lin    | -0.02  | 0.02   |
| c-log + s-lin  | 174225 | 59     | c-log    | -0.03  | 0.03   |
| **c-exp + s-lin** | 174167| 0      | c-exp    | 0.05   | 0.03   |
| c-reclass + s-lin | 174205| 39     | c-reclass| 0.03   | 0.03   |
| c-one + s-lin  | 174207 | 40     | c-one    | 0.02   | 0.03   |

Notes: Quasi-likelihood under the independence model information criterion (QIC) is a measure of model fit, where models with delta QIC > 10 have essentially no support. Models with the smallest QIC are highlighted in boldface type. Also given are GEE fixed-effects estimates (β) and empirical standard errors (SE) of the explanatory variables. Model names and variable names are composed of the type of value (c represents current, and s represents habitat selection) and the type of transformation performed on the underlying values (lin, linear; log, natural logarithm; exp, raised to power of five; reclass, three classes; and one, all values equal one).
resistance values substantially influence the location of the modeled connectivity pathways in the Circuitscape maps. Given the only marginal overlap of these pathways between the alternative models, it is thus essential to test different possible translations and not only a simple linear correlation. Our analysis revealed an exponential correlation function between habitat selection and resistance. This is in agreement with Trainor et al. (2013), who tested a range of seven transformation functions and also found a much better performance of a nonlinear (resembling an exponential) transformation function. We might have obtained more accurate predictions by testing more translation functions using an iterative approach to find the model with lowest QIC value. The high computational effort to calculate detailed Circuitscape maps is actually limiting this approach.

Habitat quality is known to play a key role in habitat use (Manly et al. 2002), but the relative importance of connectivity for population persistence is disputed (Hodgson et al. 2009, Doerr et al. 2011). In our study, habitat connectivity was modeled as an interaction between the composition of the landscape, consisting of specific movement resistances, and their spatial configuration (McRae et al. 2008). Although we modeled habitat connectivity on the basis of movement within home ranges, given the biology of the study species (no territories, no distinct dispersal phase, and similar habitat use of sexes), it is likely that the connectivity pinch points for home range movement also facilitate the dispersal of individuals. To disentangle the contribution of habitat quality and habitat connectivity, we compared a movement model that incorporated both habitat quality and connectivity with a model that included habitat quality only, assuming that habitat selection is a measure of habitat quality. The information-theoretic model selection showed that the combined habitat quality and connectivity model performed better.
(Table 1b). Model coefficients of the best movement model demonstrated that for urban hedgehogs habitat connectivity is less important than habitat quality, but still explains almost 25% as habitat quality. In all tested models, habitat quality was consistently important. However, it is important to emphasize that the information provided by habitat connectivity models, which includes the aspect of spatial configuration of land cover types, complements that provided by habitat quality models. Further, the importance of habitat connectivity might even increase with further tuning of the translation function. Habitat quality indicates which areas are generally suitable for the species, whereas habitat connectivity highlights areas that are indispensable to ensure movement between suitable habitat patches (Fig. 5). Connectivity pinch points have major implications for management and conservation.

**Habitat selection and connectivity for urban hedgehogs**

The urban hedgehogs we studied showed a strong preference for gardens rich in structures, which, in addition to flower and vegetable beds, contain bushes, trees, and elements like heaps of branches or stones. Such a habitat harbors many invertebrates (Smith et al. 2006, Sattler et al. 2010). Gardens with structures, therefore, provide shelter and abundant food resources, not only for hedgehogs, but for numerous other urban dwellers as well (Goddard et al. 2010). Habitat selection showed that hedgehogs prefer urban green spaces with structures over lawn and pastures without structures, and impervious areas are least preferred. This is in accordance with previous studies describing habitat selection of hedgehogs (Bontadina 1991, Rondinini and Doncaster 2002, Dowding et al. 2010). The exponential correlation we found between habitat selection and resistance indicates, however, that all green spaces and impervious areas with little traffic present relatively low resistance to movement. This contrasts strongly with main streets, which acted as major movement barriers (see also Rondinini and Doncaster 2002).

Our results suggest that increasing the number of large gardens and parks, both rich in structure, can promote urban hedgehogs. This measure would certainly benefit not only hedgehogs, but also many other urban dwellers (Goddard et al. 2010). However, in historical cities, green areas tend to be frequent, but small and highly fragmented (Goddard et al. 2010). Restoring large, high-quality habitat patches, as suggested by Hodgson et al. (2009), is rarely possible due to lack of space. With these restrictions, connectivity maps provide valuable evidence-based information about priority areas for conservation and management measures to improve connectivity.

**Implications of connectivity maps**

The visualization of connectivity in spatially explicit maps uncovers a fundamental, but otherwise invisible, ecological factor of major relevance for animal movement. If connectivity pinch points are transformed into barriers, animals’ movements between habitat patches, or even whole regions, will be inhibited. This may lead to increased fragmentation with severe consequences for population persistence (Rayfield et al. 2011). However, if multiple pathways connect habitat patches, the transformation of a single pathway will have less consequence on overall connectivity of the landscape. Multiple pathways are thus increasing the resilience of the habitat network and are desirable from a conservation-planning perspective (Urban et al. 2009, Laita et al. 2011). Connectivity maps of Circuitscape highlight the pathways crucial to maintain overall connectivity (McRae et al. 2008). Low current areas, however, can represent either high-resistance areas (barriers) or large swaths of low-resistance cells (large corridor), because both reduce current flow in a single cell. When interpreting connectivity maps, it is important to remember that their focus is on connectivity pinch points, i.e., narrow corridors leading to high current flow. The distinction between barriers and large corridors (both low current areas) is only possible with the corresponding resistance map.

**The general applicability of the analysis framework**

Habitat connectivity models are important to define management strategies and several studies proposed approaches to deal with the problematic use of subjective assumptions taken at different steps of the analysis. Some used radio-tracking or genetic data to select the best resistance values out of a limited set, which was based on expert knowledge (Cushman et al. 2006, Richard and Armstrong 2010). Some used resistance values based on expert knowledge, but then varied the resistance values according to defined model functions and applied Circuitscape modeling (Shirk et al. 2010). And others derived habitat suitability from radio-tracking data, and then tested various transformation functions to define the resistance surface and validated the final model with a separate set of data (Trainor et al. 2013), but applied least cost path modeling, which calculates only a single optimal path.

The multistep framework we developed in this study is unique in the way it combines different objective analysis methods. It is especially suitable for landscapes with a variety of different land cover types that all might have distinct effects on the investigated animal species. It can be applied to different types of habitat-use data (e.g., presence absence data, radio- or GPS-tracking data), depending on the species in focus and the data available (Calenge 2006, Horne et al. 2007, Kranstauber et al. 2012). The scale of the investigated landscape is adaptable to the movement range of the species studied and to the type of connectivity assessed (e.g., within home range movement, long-distance dispersal, or migration). Habitat connectivity is species specific, but multispecies approaches may be needed to formulate
As the data collected reflects directional movement behavior. This assumption is unlikely to hold true if, during the observed time period, the investigated species has temporally distinct behavioral phases such as central place foraging, exploratory movements, or social behavior (Beier et al. 2008). If this is the case, behavioral patterns need to be distinguished and only the habitat effectively used for moving should be considered for the habitat selection analysis. Several methods can be applied to identify behavioral patterns along an animal movement track; examples are Bayesian partitioning (Calenge et al. 2009) or Brownian bridge movement models (Horne et al. 2007, Kranstauber et al. 2012). The latter additionally allows the modeling of path uncertainty related to large time intervals and high precision errors of locations. The second assumption of our analytical framework is that habitat selection is inversely related to movement resistance. Depending on the biology of the study species, low habitat selection can reflect either high physical resistance to movement or low physical resistance to movement, i.e., a habitat allowing fast movement (Stevens et al. 2006, Prevedello et al. 2010). If a positive relationship between habitat selection and movement resistance is likely, such a relationship must be considered when building alternative resistance sets.

Reduced gene flow as a result of habitat fragmentation can lead, in the longer term, to loss of genetic diversity and thus to decreased fitness, reduced adaptability to environmental changes, or even extinction of the populations which have survived (Reed 2004). Species that have survived urban development in situ might get genetically isolated through strong fragmentation of their habitat, while species that newly colonize urban areas can be restricted through barriers from spreading and colonizing further sites within a city. A reduction in genetic diversity has been detected for several vertebrates in urban areas and was explained by isolation by fragmentation (lizards and birds; Delaney et al. 2010) or by multiple independent colonisation events and consequent founder effects combined with limited gene flow due to fragmentation (foxes and birds; Wandeler et al. 2003, Evans et al. 2009). In contrast, no genetic isolation was found for carabid beetles (Desender et al. 2005) and butterflies (Wood and Pullin 2002, Takami et al. 2004) in urban habitats. Although genetic structure is generally the result of processes at large temporal and spatial scales (Spear et al. 2010), the effects of movement barriers and pinch points for home range movements may be reflected in a population’s genetic structure. Comparing genetic connectivity and movement-based connectivity could thus help to improve our understanding of the relationship between small-scale movements and gene flow.

Our modeling approach enables the modeling and evaluation of effects of future landscape changes on habitat connectivity. This is of special interest for predicting the development of an urban environment either under pressure of ongoing climate change (e.g., with the formation of urban heat islands) or undergoing massive transformations in its built-up area. Currently, different processes in the development of cities can be observed, such as rapid expansion of urban and suburban areas, urban densification, and sprawl (Ralmalho and Hobbs 2011). These different processes have diverging effects on the urban ecosystem, but all increase habitat fragmentation. The ability to model current flow and future habitat connectivity can enable the development of sustainable strategies in urban planning and the implementation of conservation measures that take into account habitat connectivity, a fundamental requirement for maintaining and enhancing urban biodiversity.
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